**In Memoriam**

**World Ranger Day 2019 – Ranger Roll of Honour**

**Deaths Previously Recorded as 'Un-named' on the 2018 Roll of Honour**

- Oussama Guittali, Chad
- Brian Zelander, India
- Gerhard Preis, Russia
- Hans-de Bas-Bolle, South Africa
- Mei Sibang, India
- Jean-Baptiste Gachet, DRC
- John Magwe, Tanzania
- Charles Ndikgwize, Tanzania
- Charles Njaba, Kenya
- Abdul Azeem, India
- Humayun Ali, Pakistan
- Husain Ali, Pakistan
- Mehran Mohammadi, Iran

**Deaths Previously Not Recorded on 2018 Roll of Honour**

- Salawar Thameed, Nepal
- Akhtar Alam, Pakistan
- Mohammad Arif Ali, Pakistan
- Abdul Aziz, Pakistan
- Omar Fatim, Pakistan
- Khairul Islam, Bangladesh
- Uddin Ahmad, Bangladesh

Please Note: These names only represent those reported and confirmed Ranger deaths for the last 12 months. The complete figure is unknown and those Rangers are represented by the Unnamed Ranger. This list also includes those with similar roles/duties as Rangers but does not include severely injured Rangers, of which there are many; our thoughts and respects are also with them.

To support the families of Rangers killed in the line of duty please go to executiveofficer@internationalrangers.org.

To report any Ranger deaths or injuries please email: executiveofficer@internationalrangers.org.

The International Ranger Federation website is www.internationalrangers.org.